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Video Details 

Facilitator’s Recommendation 2, Session 2A 

Guide Session: Handout 2A.3: Video Viewing Guide – Completing a Graphic Organizer 

Description: In this video, a teacher in a second-grade class models how to lead a class in 
completing a graphic organizer of content presented in a video (see the video 
Using Videos to Anchor Instruction). The class shown has 26 students. Three are 
native English speakers; the rest are English learners whose home language is 
Spanish and whose English proficiency is in the intermediate range. The major
ity of the students were born in the United States and have been enrolled at 
this school since kindergarten. This teaching segment was filmed during the 
second month of school. 

Full Transcript
 
Ms. Catalina: Good morning, boys and girls. 

Students: Good morning, Ms. Catalina. 

Ms. Catalina:	 All right. Today we’re going to go back and study something we’ve been studying in science. 
Who can tell me what have we been studying in science? 

Student 1:	 Gravity. 
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Ms. Catalina: We’ve been studying gravity, exactly. Very good. Thank you for raising your hand. All right, and when 
we were studying gravity, first we did some reading in our science book. How many of you remem
ber we did some reading in our science book? Very good. And then we saw a video about gravity. 
How many of you remember that we saw the video about gravity? Okay. Very good. So today, we’re 
going to do some more thinking about gravity using a graphic organizer. A graphic organizer helps 
us organize our ideas for writing. Now let’s go back and think about our vocabulary that we’ve been 
learning for science. What’s our first word that we learned in vocabulary? Let’s all say it together. 
What’s our first word? 

Students: Force. 

Ms. Catalina: Force. What was our second word? 

Students: Gravity. 

Ms. Catalina: Gravity, our next word. What was this one? 

Students: Weight. 

Ms. Catalina: Weight. And then we had this word. 

Students: Float. 

Ms. Catalina: Float. Right. All right. So today we may use some of these words as we’re getting ready to build our 
graphic organizer. Now, let’s look at our graphic organizer here for a minute. You see two words you 
probably remember from before. What two words do you see in the red and in the blue? What do you 
see? Raise your hand. Saul, what do you see? 

Saul: Cause and effect. 

Ms. Catalina: Okay. Very good. Cause and effects. All right. So boys and girls, we’re going to start on this side of – 
and you see all these numbers here. I have some space here to fill out. We’re going to think about what 
happens because of gravity. Okay? Let’s think about it for a minute. Think of something that happens 
because of gravity. 

All right now, I’m going to give you an example because we have lots of ones to fill in here, and I’m 
going to give you an example. “A rock falls to the ground because of gravity.” All right. So I picked 
this one: “A rock falls to the ground.” Okay? That happens because of gravity, but there’s other ways I 
could say it. I could say just, “A rock falls down.” Or I could say, “A rock drops down.” Or this is the one I 
said, “A rock falls to the ground.” 

But if it was inside, I wouldn’t say ground, I would say floor. So there are lots of ways to say the same 
idea, but what was my idea that I said I was going to say? “A rock falls to the ground.” 

Students: A rock falls to the ground. 

Ms. Catalina: So I’m going to write that here. “A rock . . .” Now you’re going to share with your partner. You’re not 
going to tell me yet. Right now, you’re going to share with your partner. Tell them – not yet – tell them 
something that happens because of gravity. 
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Now before you start, remember that the person with long hair is going to share first, and the person 
with short hair is going to share second. All right. And then you’re going to use whisper voices, and the 
last thing is you need to remember what your partner tells you. Okay? Because then I’m going to ask 
you later. 

Let’s think about what other ideas we shared that tell what happens because of gravity. So if you – I 
want you to tell me what your partner said, so I’m going to pick on people that are giving me their full 
attention. All right. So Giovanni, what did your partner say? What happens because of gravity? 

Giovanni: A ball fall down in the ground. 

Ms. Catalina: Okay. A ball falls down, very good. All right. Genesis, what did your partner tell you? Wow, boys and 
girls, look at all of our ideas. Let’s see if you can read them with me. A rock falls to the ground. A ball 
falls down. Okay. Very good. Now, these are all what we call effects, but now we’re going to talk about, 
well, why? 

Student: Cause. 

Ms. Catalina: Yes. Why did all these things happen? Why does a rock fall? Why does a ball fall down? So I want you to 
think about it for a minute, and then you’re going to turn with your partner. 

I walked around, and I listened to some really good thinking. All right. So why did we decide that the 
rock falls down or a ball falls down or apples fall down? Why did all these things happen? Jasmine? 

Jasmine: Because of gravity. 

Ms. Catalina: Because of gravity. The reason that all these things happen is because of what? 

Students: Gravity. 

Ms. Catalina: Gravity. Gravity is what we call our cause. So because of gravity, a rock falls to the ground. Because of 
gravity, a ball falls to the ground. 

Students: A ball falls to the ground. 

Ms. Catalina: All right, boys and girls, so we’re going to get ready to do some writing in our next lesson. And when 
we do, we’re going to write about the cause and the effects. Thank you very much, boys and girls. You 
did a great job. 

– End of Transcript – 
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